Colonial achieves 87% of Axiare at the end
of the takeover bid acceptance period

Colonial successfully completes the takeover bid on
Axiare and creates a new European giant
 Successful result of the Axiare takeover bid: Colonial reaches 87% of its capital
 The transaction creates a European giant with assets valued at more than €10 billion.
 Colonial consolidates its leadership in Spain and becomes the reference in the European
prime office market.
 The strong support from capital markets reflected in a 17% increase of Colonial’s share price
since the announcement of the takeover bid.

Madrid, 2 February 2018
The takeover bid that Colonial launched on Axiare in November 2017 was successfully completed by the REIT
led by Pere Viñolas. Colonial ensures its control of Axiare with an 87% stake and creates a European office
giant with exposure in Madrid, Barcelona and Paris.
According to Pere Viñolas, Colonial’s CEO, “the objective set with this transaction was successfully completed,
and it strengthens Colonial’s growth strategy for the coming years offering an attractive shareholders value
creation potential based on the combination of both companies”.
A new office giant in Europe
The Axiare assets, which will become part of Colonial’s perimeter and valued at €1,710 million, transform the
Spanish Group into the new European office giant, with more than €10,000 million euros of asset value. The
Company enhances its leadership in continental offices incorporating 1.7 million sq m of GLA in operation and
adding 330,000 sq m under development.
With control of Axiare, Colonial consolidates its positioning as a leading European platform of prime offices in
Paris, Madrid and Barcelona. The Axiare portfolio, with 74% of offices and 77% of the portfolio located in
Madrid, offers a clear strategic complementarity in terms of location and characteristics of Colonial’s asset
portfolio, and reinforces the Colonial’s bet on office market in Madrid.
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In addition, the exposure to Spain will represent 44% of the total portfolio. The combined company portfolio
will have 57% of its value located in Paris, while the offices portfolio in Madrid and the asset portfolio in
Barcelona represent 29% and 10%, respectively.

The potential Gross Rental Income of the resulting Group, including the development of all the projects, will
be around €500 million annually.
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Full support from the capital markets
Capital market has welcomed the transaction. Colonial’s valuation on the stock market has increased 17%
since the announcement of the transaction, substantially outperforming the IBEX as well as the EPRA index,
the reference index of European real estate companies.

This strong support has started underpinned by the successful issuance and capital increase to fund the
transaction.
The main figures of the resulting Group will be the following:
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1 Colonial

GLA as of 9/2017
based on 6/17 appraisal adjusted by IN/OUT disposal and acquisition of Arturo Soria (includes value of 15.5% Axiare stake)
data based on 6/17 data adjusted by IN/OUT disposal and acquisition of Arturo Soria
4 LTV as of 9/17 based on 6/17 appraisal values
5 Pro-forma LTV considering €450m of equity and asset disposals, without considering potential value growth on year end appraisals
6 For Axiare only including office GLA above ground
2 Colonial
3 Colonial
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About Colonial
The Colonial Group is a SOCIMI specialized in prime offices, and which is listed on the Spanish stock
exchange's benchmark index, the IBEX 35. It is present in the main business areas of Barcelona, Madrid
and Paris with a property portfolio of more than one million square meters, and assets under management
of more than €8,600 million.

For more information: Román y Asociados 93 4142340
Xavier Ribó - x.ribo@romanyasociados.es +34 669 486 003
Víctor Palacio – v.palacio@romanyasociados.es +34 677 782
370
María Martínez –maria.martínez@romanyasociados.es
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Not for publication, distribution or release, directly or indirectly, in or into the United States, Australia, Canada, Japan or any other
jurisdiction where such publication, distribution or release would be unlawful.

THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT MERELY INFORMATIVE. IT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A REGISTRY DOCUMENT
NOR AN INFORMATION BROCHURE AND SHOULD NOT BE TREATED AS AN OFFER OF ANY TYPE. THE
PRESENT DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR RELEASE, DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY, IN OR INTO THE UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA, JAPAN, SOUTH AFRICA OR ANY
OTHER JURISDICTION WHERE SUCH PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR RELEASE WOULD BE
UNLAWFUL.
This announcement is not for publication, distribution or release, directly or indirectly, in or into any part of
the United States, or any other jurisdiction where such publication, distribution or release would be unlawful.
This document does not contain or constitute an offer of, or the solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe
for, securities to any person in the unites states. The shares and other Inmobiliaria Colonial, SOCIMI, S.A.,
securities referred to herein may not be offered or sold in the united states absent registration under the
U.S. securities act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) or another exemption from, or in a transaction
not subject to, the registration requirements of the securities act. There is no intention to register a part of
the public offer of securities in the United States, or make any public offer of assets in the United States.
Through the foregoing information, no money, assets or any other type of compensation is being solicited,
and if any money, asset or other type of compensation is sent in response this report, it will not be accepted.
The issuance, exercise or sale of assets in the offer are subject to legal and regulatory restrictions in certain
jurisdictions. Inmobiliaria Colonial, SOCIMI, S.A. does not assume any responsibility in the case of a
violation by any person of these aforementioned restrictions.
This document does not contain or constitute an offer of, or the solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe
for, any action, right or other asset of Inmobiliaria Colonial, SOCIMI, S.A., and shall not make any sale in
any jurisdiction where said offer, request or sale could constitute a violation of the application legislation of
said jurisdiction.
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